
General Immunology

Immunology stems from L.- immunis = “exempt;” 

Eng. = protection from disease

*Protective adaptations in higher organisms to rid the body of foreign              
particles (microbial and otherwise) and abnormal cells

Our Immune system involves the interplay between our 

Non-specific and our Specific Immune responses

Non-specific immunities collectively referred to as our Innate immunity

Specific immunities are referred to as our Adaptive immunity for which 
there are 2 branches: Humoral immunity

Cell-mediated immunity



General Immunology

Immune System plays three functions:

1) Defense 2) Homeostasis 3) Surveillance

Defense: Protection from foreign Configurations ( Non self 
components which may include anything other than its own genetic 
components ie self componets.

Homeostasis: Maintaining constancy of Body. RBC to be removed 
from circulation after 120 days. Removes worn out cells or tissues.

Surveillance: Constantly surveys the body and identifies and 
responds to anything untoward. Development of tumors or newer 
phenotypes

We require Optimal activity of all. Hyper and Hypo function cause a 
problem.



Action Hypo function Hyper function

Defense Disease Allergy ( Hypersensitivity)

Homeostasis Disease Autoimmune disorder

Surveillance Disease ( Cancer etc) Auto Immune Disease

History:   400 B.C. – philosophers  noted resistance to plague  by those 

who recovered

-houses were fumigated with sulfur vapors after illnesses

50 B.C. – Lucretius suggested disease was caused by invisible living 

creatures

50 A.D. – Seneca described magnification of letters using globes filled 

with water

10th Cent – Turks inoculated children with particles from smallpox 

blisters (Scabs) from small pox and ussually protected them.

Chinese also used the same technique when scabs from mild disease 

patients was used to variolate



towards modern times…

1718- Lady Montague became aware of a practice, called 
variolation or inoculation, and introduced it to Britain after 
first having her own children treated. Variola In Latin 
means Small Pox.

1774 – Benjamin Justy used dry scabs from a case of Cowpox to 
variolate his chilldren

1776- Geo. Washington ordered his troops to be innoculated.

1798 –Edward Jenner noticed immunity bestowed to milkmaids –
injected fluid from cowpox blister into skin of patient (orphan 
or prisoner)and persons survived…. Coined term Vaccine from 
Vacca: COW

1989- WHO announced that smallpox was eradicated from the 
world.

War on smallpox… 



Louie Louie…

1879- discovered that aged 

bacterial cultures of 

Pasteurella lost virulence.  

Referred to injection of 

weakened culture a 

“vaccine” in honor of 

Jenner

1881- He applied the same 

technique vs. anthrax

….and then rabies by heating 

the culture

Pasteur inoculating sheep at Msr. 

Rossignol’s farm – May, 1881

Louis Pasteur



Louis Pasteur 

watching as Joseph 

Meister receives 

attenuated rabies 

vaccine (1885)





First insights into mechanics of immunity…

1880’s- Metchnikoff 
discovered phagocytic 
cells that ingest microbes 
and particles

cells conferred immunity

1890- von Behring and 
Kitasato discovered blood 
sera could transfer 
immunity

liquid of blood conferred 
immunity

Q: Which confers immunity… 
cells or serum?

Emil von Behring

S. Kitasato

Elie Metchnikoff



Our immune systems generate an almost 

infinite variety of cells and substances

Foreign Recognition

Effector Response Memory

To eliminate or neutralize

particle

Upon 2° exposure

produces enhanced

response 

*In some cases, the IR fails to function; at other times, the IR can turn on its                

host



• 1930’s – early techniques made it easier to 
study humoral elements [than cellular 
ones].

-discovery of active component of blood –
gamma globulin “protein”

• 1950’s – discovery of T and B cells

Later discoveries linked lymphocytes to 
both cellular and humoral immunity

A: Both cells and serum contribute to immunity!





Understanding specificity of antibody for antigen took years

• Early 1900’s-
Landsteiner revealed 
antibody could be 
produced vs. most any 
organic compound

• Last 20 yrs- Antibody 
specificity reveals 
unlimited range of 
reactivity – also to 
newly synthesized 
chemicals!

Karl Landsteiner



2 competing theories for antibody-

antigen specificity

Paradigm of Modern Immunology

binding of Ag to specific receptor (Ab) on specific B cell stimulates that cell line

1950's - selective theory changed to become

Clonal Selection Theory

Selective Theory

interaction as "lock and key fit"

induces cell to produce/release more antibodies

Instructional Theory

antigen serves as template, around which, antibody folds

disproved in 1960's by genetic discoveries in B cells

Ab-Ag specificity



Paul Erlich’s side chain hypothesis 

for antibody formation (1900)

• Pluripotent blood cells 

with variety of receptor 

“side chains”

• Contact with foreign 

molecules (antigen) 

stimulated increased 

receptor production

• Specific receptors 

produced on cells prior to 

contact with antigen

Foundation of selective theory




